
Course details

Course title
Film & Media: 5 Classic British Crime Thrillers Revisited

Course code
Q00018209

Course date

Start: 23/09/24
End: 21/10/24

Number of classes
5 sessions

Timetable

Mon 23rd Sep, 14:00 to 16:00
Mon 30th Sep, 14:00 to 16:00
Mon 7th Oct, 14:00 to 16:00
Mon 14th Oct, 14:00 to 16:00
Mon 21st Oct, 14:00 to 16:00

Tutor
George Cromack

Fee range

Free to £37.00

How you'll learn

You'll join a small group of fellow learners for classes online in video meetings and materials will
be provided in our virtual learning environment.
Got it!
Online



Venue
Online

Level of study
Beginners

Course overview

What does it take to keep the audience on the edge of their seat for the classic film thriller
experience? What happens when crime is thrown into the mix? We explore five examples now
regarded as classics of this genre and question – do they all have far more than ‘just’ generic
entertainment value? For a brief period in the 1980s, it appeared as though the crime thriller
expressed something about what was perhaps a changing, or changed Britain – we examine two
of these films, The Long Good Friday and Mona Lisa. Classics such as Brighton Rock provide an
interesting and historical British cinematic parallel to the gangster and noir films of 30s and 40s
U.S. Whereas, Get Carter, a film now regarded as an icon of national cinema was initially
conceived as a trashy ‘pot-boiler’ for the U.S drive-in market, leaving some to argue it could be
viewed as more of a ‘revenge Western’ set in North East England? Whilst Danny Boyle’s Shallow
Grave seemingly reinvigorates the genre into something arguably more sophisticated and/or
accessible in the 1990s? What common techniques do these films employ and what do they say
thematically about reoccurring anxieties and tensions of the societies which produced and
consumed them? Can filmmakers still learn from these or have some now dated in their power to
keep us on the edge of the seat? Mona Lisa (1986), The Long Good Friday (1980), Get Carter
(1971), Brighton Rock (1948), Shallow Grave (1994).

Course description

A friendly and accessible exploration of five classic British crime thrillers, promoting knowledge,
understanding and appreciation not only on the big screen crime thriller, but also of cinema in
general. The British crime thriller, something often regarded as ‘iconic’ – why? Five films which
chart social change as well as how crime, justice and morality in a changing Britain are
represented on screen. The crime thriller itself is a sub-genre which can be read of crossing
through other genres, dipping into and out of fashion. Touches of Film Noir? Sometimes dangling
on the edge of horror but are some of these films just mimicking bigger budget U.S cinema or
does the British Crime thriller have something to say?

What financial support is available?



We don't want anything to stand in your way when it comes to bringing Adult learning within
reach so if you need anything to support you to achieve your goals then speak to one of our
education experts during your enrolment journey. Most of our courses are government
funded but if you don't qualify or need alternative financial help to access them then let us
know.

What other support is available?

All of our digital content, teaching and learning activities and assessments are designed to
be accessible so if you need any additional support you can discuss this with the education
experts during your enrolment journey and we will do all we can to make sure you have
optimal access.
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